Academic success is rooted in students’ ability to read and critically understand scholarly content. Alethea unlocks their potential to do just that.

Students often face challenges in digesting academic materials and text-heavy assignments. This is particularly evident among first-year and first-generation students who must adapt to self-directed learning. Coupled with rising concerns over the misuse of chatbots, nurturing healthy learning skills is crucial.

Alethea creates meaningful engagement with academic texts through scientifically proven reading methodologies and our AI-powered Academic Coach. By dividing academic texts into bite-sized pieces and organizing them according to meaningful categories, we help students learn, make new connections, and apply what they know. Faculty gain valuable insights into student reading habits, enabling them to adapt teaching methodologies and learning resources.

Alethea for students

Think of Alethea as your automated teaching assistant, at scale:

Confidence: Guiding students to the core of their readings, helping distill takeaways and setting them up for class discussions.

Focus: Eliminating task-switching and attention-splitting, thus strengthening reading fluency.

Skill: Nurturing learning and research skills that will serve students for their entire academic journey.

Productivity: Creating an engaging reading experience that helps students evaluate key texts instances.

Alethea’s Academic Coach, a teaching assistant at scale
**Alethea for instructors**

- **Data-rich:** Fostering deeper classroom discussions through student input and ideas.
- **Engagement metrics:** Offering insights to identify students at risk of falling behind.
- **Interactive:** Enhancing the teaching experience, with a focus on academic texts.
- **Actionable:** Delivering actionable data to optimize course and library resources.

“Thanks to Alethea, student engagement and participation was by far better than any previous classes I’ve taught.”

**Michelle Kaufman**, Associate Professor at a leading Public Health School

“It allows me to deeply engage with the text and think critically about what I’m reading.”

**Student**, School of Public Health at a Leading Research University

“I’m thrilled with how our library is seeing the return on investment of our library collections through Alethea.”

**Dr. Tracy Elliott**, Library Dean, Florida Gulf Coast University

Getting started is easy. Alethea supports the latest LTI standards, which means it can easily integrate with all learning management platforms. And its workflows are intuitive, allowing for quick onboarding and rapid deployment for new courses.

With Alethea, your students have a companion at their side. It's more than just reading – it's a path to understanding, engaging, and succeeding.

Learn more